Dr. Wuttke claims in his Letter (1) that our "radical reinterpretation of incoherent neutron scattering" (2) reverses scattering theory and is false. His main assertion is that we overlook the experimental apparatus as a means to break the isotropy of n-p scattering, claimed to occur because the beam direction and detector location define the momentum transfer Q. This does define a direction, but if the target is isotropic, the detector location will not break isotropy as a matter of causality. There is no symmetry breaking in the conventional theory. We show that symmetry breaking takes place because the transient recoil creates the observed Q dependence. Our analysis establishes that published experiments by several groups show that the transient recoil energy is linear in Q. Wuttke claims that recoil energy should be quadratic in Q. This is correct for scattering off free protons, but here the relevant experiments are performed with low-energy neutrons on chemically bound hydrogens, where this statement does not hold. However, the linear T dependence still has to be understood.
Wuttke dislikes our use of wave packets. However, our model implies that the neutron interacts with the proton during a finite time interval. Plane waves hold no information about the time dependence, but wave packets do.
Wuttke regrets that nothing is said about substate fluctuations. We have treated this subject in the earlier papers and give abbreviated accounts in figure 1 and in the text of ref. 2.
